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AMAZON LAUNCHPAD’S MISSION

Our mission is to support 

entrepreneurs by providing 

resources, expertise, and global 

infrastructure to help showcase and 

deliver innovative products like 

yours to millions of Amazon 

customers.

Think of Amazon Launchpad as a 

supplemental program designed to 

jumpstart your Amazon business. 
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https://m.media-amazon.com/images/G/01/launchpad/content-grid/amazon_launchpad_hero_animation_60s_no-captions_compressed._CB494429323_.mp4


LAUNCH FASTER
Amazon helps you get to 
market quickly, from account 
setup to your first sale.

GET DISCOVERED
Wide range of marketing support & 
PR opportunities to help your 
products get discovered.

GO GLOBAL
Opportunity to expand globally, with 
access to world-class fulfillment, 
customer service, and Amazon Prime.

BUILD YOUR BRAND
Showcase unique content to 
tell your story and connect 
with potential customers.

AMAZON LAUNCHPAD – DESIGNED FOR 
STARTUPS

* Global expansion for eligible startups only. Talk with your Amazon Launchpad 
representative to discuss specific opportunities and support to go global.
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THE AMAZON FLYWHEEL
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Start with the customer and work backwards to enable our virtuous cycle of growth.

Consumers

• 300MM+ worldwide 
active customer 
accounts (1)

• Tens of millions of 
Prime members

• 50MM+ Prime-
eligible items (2)

Source: Amazon as of September 30, 2017, unless otherwise noted.
(1) Active customer accounts, which are unique email addresses, represent accounts that have placed an order during the preceding twelve-month period.
(2) Within the United States



WHO CAN APPLY FOR AMAZON LAUNCHPAD?

Physical product companies that meet the 
following profile*

 Registered business in 2010 or later

 Have a unique and innovative consumer product 

 Product is ready to ship 

 Have not gone public or been acquired
* All applications will be evaluated independently with additional eligibility criteria.
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“Amazon Launchpad makes Amazon an ideal partner for 
the most innovative young tech companies. It’s yet 
another way Amazon fosters a real ecosystem of 
invention and creativity.”

Marc Andreessen
Co-Founder and Partner, 
Andreessen Horowitz Some common funding sources of 

startups in Amazon Launchpad



LAUNCHPAD BENEFITS OVERVIEW*
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Onboarding 
Support

Receive guided setup support 
to optimize your product 
listing on Amazon.  Accelerate 
your setup and navigate e-
commerce on Amazon.

Marketing & Traffic 

Our growth marketing package is 
designed to help products get 
discovered faster. Get Amazon 
Launchpad sponsored marketing 
initiatives such as social posts, 
storefront features, and more. 

*Exact program benefits vary based on administrative portal used to manage your Amazon business. Program benefits are subject to change at any time. 

Global Movement 

Receive guided setup for 
expanding sales to other 
countries with Amazon 
Launchpad program. Work with 
Account Managers in destination 
countries to successfully grow 
your business.



ONBOARDING SUPPORT

 We understand the unique challenges of startups 
that are new to retail. We have a team of startup 
development managers to accelerate your Amazon 
setup so you can launch faster.

 Dedicated support for the 1st year: Receive a 
dedicated point of contact during your first year on 
Amazon Launchpad.

 What type of support to expect: Startups can expect 
guidance on topics such as pre-launch support, 
account setup, and detail page optimization (A+, 
AMS).
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LAUNCH MARKETING PACKAGE
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 Amazon Launchpad A+ detail pages allow you to tell 
your startup story.

 Placement on the Amazon.com home page*.

 Placement on Amazon Launchpad storefront.

 Social media support.

 Inclusion in ongoing opportunities.

* Amazon.com home page placement based on availability and product listing meeting eligibility criteria.



AMAZON LAUNCHPAD A+

 Tell your brand story and differentiate your products 
through unique content with exclusive Amazon 
Launchpad A+ modules.

 Build your SEO relevance and Amazon search ranking.

 Amazon Launchpad A+ content is complimentary and 
includes modules similar to Premium A+. 
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INCLUSION ON AMAZON.COM “GATEWAY SHOVELER”
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 Gateway = Amazon.com homepage.

 Shoveler = Product Merchandising widgets.

 The ‘Gateway Shoveler’ has the broadest 
reach of traffic-oriented marketing 
placements.



PLACEMENT ON AMAZON LAUNCHPAD STOREFRONT

 Above the Fold Placement

 Rotating placement on storefront over a 3-
week period.

 Directs to product detail page.
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INCLUSION IN SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook

 Organic video post on Amazon Launchpad’s 
Facebook page (+73K followers in US).  

Instagram

 Instagram post on Amazon Launchpad’s page.

Other social events

 Seasonal Giveaway events. 
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ONGOING OPPORTUNITIES

Ongoing opportunities beyond Onboarding 
Support and Launch Marketing include:

 Placement in corporate Amazon events (E.g. 
Prime Day, Black Friday/Cyber Monday).

 Amazon PR support (e.g. Holiday Press 
Preview event).

 Ad hoc promotions/offline Amazon 
Launchpad events (E.g. featured product for 
social media sweepstakes, conferences, etc.)
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STARTUP SUCCESS STORIES
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Anki

"Launchpad has helped us grow 
substantial YOY revenue by 
recommending and executing 
marketing tactics that drive 
consumer awareness and 
conversion.” 

Christina Wagner, Sr. Director of Sales

Chomps

“Amazon Launchpad has given CHOMPS 
invaluable brand exposure and access to 
growth tools that are normally only 
available to large brands. Our Amazon 
business was taking off before, but the 
Launchpad platform has been like rocket 
fuel. The flywheel effect is real!”

Peter Maldonado, CHOMPS, Co-founder & CEO

Motiv

“The Amazon Launchpad program is a 

great way for small but growing 

manufacturers like Motiv to grow sales 

while avoiding the painful growing 

pains and mistakes often faced by 

most start-ups.”

Mike Perez, Head of Sales, Motiv, Inc.



TERMS & FEES

In addition to Amazon’s standard terms, the below specifications are unique to 
Amazon Launchpad sellers:

 All sales associated with your participating account are subject to a 5% premium* 
(in addition to the standard category referral fees).

 For more information regarding the standard terms and category referral fees, click 
here. 

* The participation fee and associated terms and conditions may vary by marketplace.
* Launchpad additional fees in effect from Q1 2019
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https://services.amazon.com/selling/pricing.htm/ref=asus_soa_snav_p


GETTING STARTED ON AMAZON LAUNCHPAD

Apply to 
Amazon 

Launchpad

Ship

inventory

Complete 

product info

Get onboard 
as a 

Seller/Vendor 
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www.amazon.com/launchpad/startups/signup

Submit your application here:

https://www.amazon.com/launchpad/signup/form

